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ADVENTURE BACKGROUND
Far from civilized lands there rises from the earth a monument of terror… a fossilized purple worm of stagger-
ing proportions, rising easily 300’ into the sky.  This horrible beast, one of the largest ever recorded, is currenly 
home to the lich king Drazhu, its innards long ago gutted and replaced with a maze of rooms.  The lich king’s 
magickal phylactery lies elsewhere, hidden in a remote cave and guarded by minions, traps and a fearsome 
simulacrum.*

*(see Jason Morningstar’s The Slave Pits of Drazhu at http://dl.dropbox.com/u/3441990/dungeon_world_two_hour_demo_2012.pdf)

But Drazhu was not the first to inhabit the beast’s corpse.  Oh no, this blight began long ago in the shadowed 
eves of mankind’s memory, when the dark ages of the world were ruled by gods and demiurges, and these im-
mortals were appalled by the human’s pride and arrogance, for they dared to even question the Foul Ones. A 
great beast was summoned from the Abyss - an immense, hungry worm - to torment the humans for their impu-
dence.  And torment it did, razing entire cities, swallowing whole villages, obliterating entire tribes, every last 
man, woman, child and animal devoured.  
 
Uniquely powerful among the mortals, the High Master of the Torrish Order took it upon himself to save the 
people from the worm that afflicted them. He climbed into its maw and turned its vile heart to stone, paralyzing 
and eventually petrifying the entire beast.  It was not until many centuries later that a dark magus, the lich Dra-
zhu, took residence there and became a new plague upon the land, enslaving and slaying its citizens for his own 
malicious reasons.  Where are the new heroes who can save the commonfolk from this horrible malady? 

RUNNING THE SCENARIO
The GM does not need the Slave Pits of Drazhu to run this scenario, but it wouldn’t hurt.  This adventure as-
sumes that the lich in the slave pits is actually an artificial simulacrum guarding the true lich’s most valued 
commodity: the phylactery that gives him eternal life.  Other hints or clues could lead the party to the slave pits 
where they seek to destroy the phylactery once and for all (more about this later). 
 
Lair of the Purple Worm does not adhere to the more open-ended design template of the Dungeon World core 
rules. That said, there are ample opportunites for the GM to add her own spin to the plot, and likely places are 
often pointed out where divergence from the scripted encounter is suggested. That said, the GM should review 
the entire adventure thoroughly before running it.  The scenario can be brutally difficult, and low levels parties 
are unlikely to survive.  Encounter difficulties can easily be modified be adding or subtracting the number of 
enemies.  
 
Every type of character class is useful in this adventure, from the stalwart fighter to the sneaky thief to the 
magic slinging wizard. If the party finds themselves outnumbered, outclassed or simply outmaneuvered,  
consider giving them an “out” so they can regroup and return when they’re ready.  Or...you can let the dice  
fall where they may and the lair of the worm remains for different heroes on another day. 
 
Twenty-nine encounter areas are keyed to twenty-nine areas on the map and are described in this text.

A high-resolution map can be downloaded from https://dl.dropbox.com/u/86698471/deep_in_the_purple_
worm_3.jpg
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STARTING THE ADVENTURE
The GM is free to start the adventure however and wherever he wants. When I orginally ran this it was a spin-
off from Jason Morninglord’s Slave Pits of Drazhu, which I then coupled with the Thornburg village scenario 
(available at RPGnow.com by Jeremiah Shepersky and J.B. Mannon).

However it begins, at some point the party hears about an immense, petrified worm said to blot out the sky. This 
loathsome worm lies high in the mountains...or in a deserted wasteland...or deep in a hostile gorge.  Anywhere. 
PCs can hear about its presence through Lore checks, NPCs, divine inspiration, or anything else.  They might 
have an ancient map, a nutty wilderness guide or a strange bird show them the way.  However they arrive at the 
lair, the last leg of the journey is treacherous, devoid of life and layered with suspense.  Ominous clouds might 
gather in the distance and thunder rumbles with the portent of doom.

The GM is encouraged to carefully study the map before running this adventure. The amount of detail is enough 
to inspire one’s own imagination and fill gaps the written scenario leaves blank.  As always in Dungeon World, 
fiction comes before mechanics, and while this adventure offers a large number of pre-scripted scenes, it also 
tries to include options so that the GM can flesh out encounters in different ways. 

Furthermore, the heroes might not know that the worm is home to the deadly undead wizard, Drazhu.  Or 
maybe they do know, or maybe they suspect it is a human mage who resides within. Character bonds can and 
should specifially tie into the scenario, as outlined below.  Ask these questions of the characters or feel free to 
substitue your own:
 
QUESTIONS  
 
    •  How did you first hear about this terrifying, petrified worm?
    •  Maybe you didn’t hear about it. What in the hell is that big tower thing in the distance? 
    •  What vile things do they say live inside the worm?
    •  You heard that the purple worm is still alive and waiting for the Stars To Be Right when it will awaken and   
        ravage the land again like in the days of old.  Do you believe this? 
    •  A cruel wizard named Drazhu rules these lands.  What do you know of him? 
    •  The wizard Drazhu knows you personally...and wants you dead.  Why?  
    •  The wizard Drazhu knows you personally...and is afraid of you.  Why? 
    •  What is the worst thing you think is inside the walls of the worm?
    •  You know one person who escaped the bowels of the lair alive.  Who and how did he escape?
    •  You had a friend or relative perish in the lair.  Who and how did he die? 
    •  Rumors say a great treasure lies inside the petrified worm.  What is it?  

These questions and others should get the player’s imaginations roiling and tie their backgrounds further into 
the scenario.  Feel free to design more intricate and/or appropriate questions for your particular campaign. 

At some point the heroes will head off into the sunset, traveling and traveling until the purple worm finally ap-
pears over the last rise. Describe it as an unwholesome thing that juts from the blasted earth like a pinnacle of 
evil. The landscape throbs with its putrescence, and in the misty heights, large buzzards - or worse - lazily flap. 
Something about this...thing...reeks of malevolence, and the PCs will feel as if they are being watched.    
 
Their first encounter is about to begin...
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AREA #1 - MAGICAL STATUE OF WARNING
When the party crests the top of the hill 
they see a hideous nine-foot tall stone 
statue looming over them.  Nearby, a 
stairway has been hewn into the rock 
where the purple worm originally burst 
from the landscape, and a staircase 
ascends its massive corpse. (see Player 
Handout #1).

Once here, several events can be chosen 
from the list below, combined, or re-
placed by the GM’s own idea. 

  •  The statue speaks in a gravelly, evil 
voice: “Be gone, fools!  Only death waits 
for you beyond!  The Lich King will swallow your souls!” 

  •  If the pious character (cleric, paladin or similar) of a good deity is here, the statue says: “You pathetic fol-
lower of [________________]!  Do you think faith will save your worthless life?  Approach further and be 
food for the worms!”

  •  If any character has a background bond directly relating to Drazhu the Lich, the voice from the statue will 
address that person directly:  “Ahh… [_____________] my mirror foretold me of your arrival.  Have you 
what it takes to defeat me?  Come and try, fool! I’ll be waiting!”  

  •  A palpable feeling of dread increases as the adventurers approach the statue.  Whether it speaks to them 
or not, everyone must pass a Defy Danger test +WIS.  On a 10+, you push through the fear.  On a 7-9, you 
pass but are at a -1 ongoing for 10 minutes. On a 6 or lower, you are terrified and shaking at -2 ongoing for 
10 minutes. 
 
  •  A ferocious wind whips up, tossing dust into everyone’s eyes and blinding them. The wind seems to 
originate from the statue, and then they hear a deep, malignant chuckle before the wind fades and dies. 
 

If the statue is interacted with 
in any fashion, the kobolds in 
Area 2 will immediately be 
aware and prepare for trespass-
ers.  If the statue is somehow 
bypassed then the kobolds can 
possibly be surprised, although 
ascending the slope will result 
in loose rocks clattering down.  
The trail switchbacks 100’ 
from where the statue sits to 
where the kobolds are hiding.
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AREA #2 - DEFENDED ROCK TOP
This is where the rickety staircase begins.  Several kobolds have been placed here to deter interlopers.  The GM 
can use the encounter below or modify it to suit her needs.  

Four kobolds start pushing boulders down the slope toward anyone clambering up the last 20’ of the ascent to 
the platform. Defy Danger +DEX.  On a 10+ you dodge sideways or over the rocks and can continue. On a 7-9, 
you are struck by the rocks for 1d6 damage and stopped.  On a 6 or lower, you are struck by rocks for 1d6 dam-
age, stopped, and must succeed at a second Defy Danger +DEX or be knocked off the edge for an additional 
1d6 falling damage.  

These kobolds are subservient to Flamebelch in Area #6 and might cry his name in fear, boldness, or defiance.  
If attacked they will fight back, but if one (or more) manages to escape it will flee to the dragon’s roost for re-
cinforcements, an event that could make the hero’s progress significantly more difficult.  
 
If for some reason the kobolds are spotted first, they will be reclining behind rocks and smoking cigars they 
light with small bursts of flame breath.  
 
The kobolds have few possesions of value, but the GM is free to add anything that might make the encounter 
more interesting. Some ideas include:  a  stolen brooch that belongs to a prisoner inside the worm; a tattoo of 
Flamebelch (either the name or image or both) on a kobold’s back; a surprisingly high quality spear made of 
pure silver that radiates an unknown magical signature; a wooden basket-cage of rats, insects or scorpions; a 
necklace of sharp teeth considerably larger than a kobold’s teeth; a crude love letter from Bork, an orc guard 
inside the worm that has an unhealthy infatuation with small humanoids. 

Kobold                                Horde, Small, Stealthy, Intelligent, Organized
Spear (d6 damage)             3 HP    1 Armor
Close, Reach
Special Qualities: Dragon connection, Flameburp
Spotting a kobold means more are near—and if more are near then a dragon cannot be far, either. These particular kobolds 
are beholden to Flamebelch and seek to comfort their master in every way possible.  For the most part they succeed and are 
rarely mistreated. Instinct: To serve Flamebelch
	 •	Lay	a	trap
	 •	Call	on	Flamebelch
	 •	Retreat	and	regroup
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AREA #3 - RICKETY STAIRCASE
This unstable staircase could bend and break under the weight 
of heavy characters (consider height, armor, gear, etc.).  Kobo-
lds, halflings and other “small” creatures are considered light 
enough to safely cross.  A heavy character has a 40% of plung-
ing through the staircase in 2 separate areas.  Defy Danger 
+DEX or +STR. On a 10+, you leap ahead of the danger. On a 
7-9, you still leap ahead, but the staircase is significantly dam-
aged and everyone else must cross at -1. On a 6 or lower you 
plunge through and fall.  
 
Alternatively, the GM could have reinforcements of kobold ar-
chers fire arrows from the landings above.  A few well-placed 
shots could be devastating to even a healthy group of adventur-
ers.  To be exceptionally cruel, the risk of falling through the 
bridge while also being peppered by arrows is another option.  
 
To compound problems in the worst possible way, the dragon 
from Area #6 is aware of their presence and personally comes 
to investigate.  Only do this if you really hate your players and 
wish to punish them without mercy. 

AREA #4 - FALLING SPIDER TRAP
Note: this area is not adjacent to the previous encounters.

The bones and skulls of kobolds litter the flat part of the pas-
sage (20% chance of some interesting loot) before it curves 
downward.  Wispy webs festoon the chamber above, and  
within seconds of anyone’s passage, 2-6 giant spiders descend 
from the darkness on spindly silk threads, mandibles clicking.  

They will not attack any of Drazhu’s larger minions.

Giant Spiders                           Group, Small          
Bite 1d3 + poison                          3 HP
Close
Special Qualities: Poison, Webbing
Black, hairy and creepy, these dog-sized spiders will eat anything they 
can catch. The bite causes temporary paralysis unless a Defy Danger 
+CON	succeeds.	Prey	is	typically	strung	up	in	the	reaches	of	the	vault	
and drained of fluids over a period of time, and then the carcass is 
thrown below.  Instinct: To ensnare
														•	Lie	in	wait
														•	Ambush
														•	Cocoon	prey
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AREA #5 - ROPE LADDER
The rickety stairway eventually zigzags up the corpse of the worm and ends at a thick 60’ tall rope ladder where 
it rises into the dark interior of the body. This is the only way to access the purple worm unless one is to some-
how scale the outside or reach Area #6 via flight.   Once the upper platform is found a 50’ long passage is visible 
angling upward.  Depending on the circumstances, characters will either sense: daylight, darkness, a red glow, 
chanting kobolds, crying and sobbing, a crackling fire, or some combination thereof (see below).

AREA #6 - THE DRAGONLING

Here, the red dragonling Flamebelch rules from his roost in the maw of the purple worm.  A group of 10-20 
kobold minions worship him as a god, although Flamebelch is not particularly old or even powerful.  There are 
several different ways to handle this encounter; the options are explained below for the GM to use, combine or 
modify as desired.  See areas #7 and #8 for more details concerning this encounter.

  •  “Come out come out, wherever you are!” – Flamebelch is aware of the PCs presence from the moment they 
reach the top of the rope ladder in Area #5. This will eliminate any chance of surprise and actually place the 
party in a tough position, as the kobold archers from above can still flood the corridor and attack, and bolstered 
by the dragon, they will be fearless. 

  •  “Zzzzzzz…” – Flamebelch and the kobold archers are completely unaware of the PCs. Flamebelch is asleep, 
and at least two kobolds are cradled with him like ugly, sleeping puppies. It might be possible to investigate the 
area without rousing them and find the trap door entrance to Area #7.  

  •  “We love you Flamey!” – Flamebelch and the kobolds are awake but unaware of the PCs (for now).  Instead, 
the entire group is gathered on the dais during a ceremony where the kobolds praise their glorious leader and the 
dragon basks in their adoration.  Interrupting this audience would probably instill hostility unless a particularly 
clever plan was instilled. 

  •  “I sense a disturbance in the ether…be wary.” – This option is particularly useful if one of the PCs has a 
bond with the lich king Drazhu. A phantom apparition of the lich will appear to Flamebelch and warn him of 
impending danger. 

  •  “It’s not FAIR! Ugghhh…” – For almost purely comic relief, Flamebelch has lost his ability to breathe fire, 
which is probably the most impotent thing that could ever happen to a dragon. His wails and ululations can be 
heard from the moment the heroes reach the top of the rope ladder.  The kobolds might be gathered near their 
master, trying to comfort him with soothing grunts and pats.  Roleplaying in this scenario is more likely than the 
others as Flamebelch is distraught and not in a combat mood. 
“Flamebelch” (dragonling)  																									Solitary,	Large,	Hoarder										
Bite (b(2d8)+2, 1 piercing)                                  12 HP   2 Armor
Close, Reach
Special Qualities: Wings, Flame breath, Tail Whip
Arrogant, talkative, condescending and vain, Flamebelch embodies the worst qualities of dragon packed into a small but 
dangerous punch.  Invited by the lich Drazhu to guard the upper echelons of the fossilized purple worm, the dragon has 
grown quite lazy and complacent, especially with the doting attention of the kobold regiment. Instinct: To chat, dominate, 
hoard
		•		Conversationalist											•		Commands	underlings	without	remorse										•		Toys	with	victims	like	a	cat	and	mouse		
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Dragonling Treasure: 254 coins (assorted), fine steel longsword, torn chainmail shirt, gems and rubies (200 
coins worth), silver chalice, scroll of petrification, potion of water breathing, Ashland’s Sword of Flame (see 
below).

Sword of Flame, Ashland’s (Unique, Lawful) 

Description: This vocal, intelligent longsword was crafted nearly 2000 years and has since found its way to the belts of many 
a hero. Going by the name “Ashland” now (after the sword’s favorite wielder) the blade has a number of powers to use in 
its campaign against evil. It strikes for +1 damage, but +2 against any creature with a Chaotic or Evil alignment.  Ashland is 
highly intelligent, a 14, and refuses to be wielded by anyone with less than a 15 Intelligence.  In such a case its powers are 
constrained until it finds a suitable host.  It can speak as well, although it will not reveal this talent until it finds a proper owner, 
and then one might have a hard time getting it to shut up. 
 
Ashland can also, three times per day, ignite into a Flame brand inflicting an additional 1d4 damage and possibly igniting a 
target on fire. 

Ashland has several favorite sayings in the heat of battle, including: “Carry on, friend!”  “Let none escape!”  “Feel my 
burn, heathen!” “You cannot hide from me!” and “Let them come upon their deaths then!”   The sword knows no fear, no 
remorse and no conscience when it comes to fulfilling its purpose, and it does so with single-minded determination, so it is 
ideal if its wielder shares the same ambitions.  

History: The hero Ashland and his flaming sword became legend during his own lifetime.  He slew the Dragon of Scarvoss, 
beheaded the Hydra of Twenty Maws, immolated the Demon of the Blackest Pits and dismembered the deceptively 
deadly Child of Tears. At his side this whole time was his closest comrade and confidante in the world, the Sword of Flame. 

AREA #7 - HIDDEN TRAPDOOR ENTRANCE
This round door is flush with 
the floor and accessible by an 
iron ring.  It is not immediately 
noticeable (it’s the same color 
as the rest of the place) and can 
only be found by searching, 
although the feel and sound of 
footsteps over the hollow space 
beneath will give away its loca-
tion.  The door is not locked 
and allows access to Areas 
9-12.  
 
Alternatively, the door actually 
is locked and the key is in the 
treasure pile, on Flamebelch, 
or around the neck of the head 
kobold. 
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AREA #8 - ARCHERS AND SUCH
The adoring kobold regiment guarding Flamebelch consists of 10-20 members. They have started calling them-
selves the Flameguard in honor of their master. Many of them have gained the ability to discharge small bursts 
of flame, but only enough to catch fire to dry grass and such.  They are all armed with shortbows and prefer to 
use those in combat, but will resort to biting if forced into melee.  They will fight fanatically to protect Flame-
belch, but if the dragon is slain, retreats or is otherwise incapacitated, they will break rank and flee without a 
second thought. 

Kobold Archers                                      Horde, Small, Stealthy, Intelligent, Organized
Shortbow (d6 damage), Bite (d4 damage)                                   3 HP              1 Armor
Close, Reach
Special Qualities: Dragon connection, Flameburp
Spotting a kobold means more are near—and if more are near then a dragon cannot be far, either. These particular kobolds 
are beholden to Flamebelch and seek to comfort their master in every way possible.  For the most part they succeed and are 
rarely mistreated. Instinct: To serve Flamebelch
		•		Lay	a	trap
		•		Call	on	Flamebelch
		•		Retreat	and	regroup

AREA #9 - GUARD QUARTERS
Several orcs and gnolls make their home here, and the den stinks of wet fur and unwashed armpits.  Their truce 
is an uneasy one, mostly compelled by the presence of their undead liege. This is the first area of the worm 
proper and where the lich’s lair officially begins.  Unless the heroes make an exceptional amount of noise in 
the tunnel, or if Drazhu is somehow expecting an attack, the guards will be relaxed.  No one ever comes to this 
place!  Who would dare?  

Upon exiting the tunnel from Flamebelch’s lair, a door lies immediately to the right. A second door on the south 
wall is a trap (see Area #11).  The only egress from this chamber lies in a round trapdoor located in the guard 
quarters (colored blue on the map), similar to the one in the dragon’s lair.  The quarters themselves consist of 
bed rolls, cots, bunk beds, and lots of lots of filthy paraphernalia, such as gnoll fur contaminating everything. 
 
Listed below are several encounter options that can be used by the GM, modified or simply ignored. 
 
  •  The PCs hear heated arguing in guttural tongues. It is a mishmash of the Civilized tongue as the orcs and 
gnolls clash over a game of bone dice which has gotten out of hand.  The winner, as such, would win the chance 
to torture, kill and devour a hapless kobold captive that is tied up and whimpering in the corner.  One of the par-
ties has accused the other of cheating (in fact, both sides were cheating). 

  •  Most of the guards are asleep. Infiltrating and bypassing this security checkpoint will be fairly easy, so long 
as the sound of the trapdoor opening does not rouse them. 

  •  The guards are expecting an attack and have set up a lethal ambush. 

  •  No guards are present here at all, and the rooms can be searched with impunity. An exciting pit fight in the 
observatory has garnered their attention. 



Orc Guard                                              Intelligent, Organized
Jagged blade (d6+2 damage, 1 piercing)              3 HP 0 Armor
Close, Messy
The orcs of the worm layer have become bored by the lack of actual things to kill.  Tensions between they and the gnolls 
are high, but they haven’t come to bloodshed yet. Frequent trips to the observatory to watch pit fights (Area # 25) have kept 
them satiated…for now.  Instinct: To fight
		•		Fight	with	abandon
		•		Distrust	of	the	gnolls

Gnoll Guard                                      Intelligent, Organized
Serrated sword (b[2d8] damage, 1 piercing)     4HP     1 Armor
Close
Special Qualities: Scent
Separated from their pack leaders, these gnolls have adapted more common humanoid attributes, but they are still wild 
and feral at heart.  The frenzy of battle will send them into a bloodlust where they devour the flesh of enemies even if other 
threats are present.  Instinct:  To devour
		•		Insatiable	bloodlust
		•		Hatred	of	the	orcs
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AREA #10 - STORES
Contains dried foodstuffs, barrels of ale, extra weapons (swords, knives, 
axes) and anything else the GM deems necessary, convenient, weird or just 
plain funny.  A demonic quasit, having escaped from Drazhu’s summon-
ing chamber, has taken up residence in the storeroom and makes a habit of 
questioning everyone that enters: “Are you sure you want that?”  If con-
fronted it vanishes in a puff of smoke, laughter and brimstone. If desired, 
the quasit can tail the party for the rest of the adventure, possibly harrassing 
them, helping them, mocking them, or giving away their position to the 
enemy. 
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AREA #11 - SLICING DOOR TRAP
The guards know better than to step through this trapped portal.  Enchanted sensors allow jagged metallic jaws 
to clamp down.  Dried blood can be seen all over the floor, and anyone successfully checking for traps will find 
recessed teeth in the door frame.  The jaws snap shut and then slowly retreat into position, inflicting 1d6+6 dam-
age on anyone passing through.  The corridor beyond is empty of anything except for a difficult to find spy-hole 
and secret door from Area # 12.

AREA #12 - HIDDEN DOOR FOR AMBUSH
This door is primarily used in the rare event when the complex has been infiltrated, the guards are on alert, and 
they want to flank the enemy from the north and south once they’ve passed through the slicing door trap.  Find-
ing the mechanism to open it from the far side is very difficult. 

AREA #13 - CONSERVATORY
This fragrant in-
door greenhouse 
is magically sus-
tained with water 
and sunlight. 
Drazhu uses it 
to cultivate rare 
herbs and plants 
for his rituals.  
Only someone 
trained in al-
chemy or botany 
would be able to 
identify the sundry plants, trees and flowers adorning the walls, floor and ceiling, some of which are lethal.  

The “Gardener” is always present in this room, an animated corpse that the PCs might mistake for the lich him-
self! He is tall, emaciated, wears red robes, and constantly prunes and tends the plants.  He does not speak nor 
will he engage in combat, not even if attacked. He carries only a pair of garden shears and belt pouches full of 
clippings.

The GM can use some of the ideas below to flesh out this encounter, or can devise her own options.  

  •  Some of the plants are highly poisonous to touch.  Anyone wandering through the mass of vegetation must 
make a Defy Danger +CON or suffer the consequences; either skin irritation, swelling, or hit point damage.  

  •  One of the plants is carnivorous and will try to devour any living thing that steps deeper into the room. 

  •  Someone trained in alchemy or botany identifies one of the plants as Black Lotus Bloom, a flower that is 
only known to grow in one place in the world - the Isle of the Dead in the center of the Jagged Sea. 
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AREA #14 - MORE QUARTERS FOR MINIONS
This entire level of the complex is devoted to more vassals of Drazhu.  Depending on how difficult the GM 
wants to make the encounter, the number of enemies can be increased or decreased.  Foes include a squad of 
trained hobgoblins, led by an exceptionally intelligent bugbear named Grumpus.   

Hobgoblin Guard                                      Militaristic, Intelligent, Organized
Heavy sword (b[2d8] damage, 1 piercing)      5HP         2 Armor/Shield
Close
Special Qualities: Squad Trained
These hobgoblins are heavily armed, armored and trained to fight as a unit. They react instantly to threats and are smart 
enough to flank, form shield walls, withdraw and refortify, and to target magic-users first. They are nearly fearless and will 
only retreat if faced with overwhelming odds.  Instinct:  To fight and die in battle.
		•		Flanking	bonus	+1	damage
		•		Charge!

“Grumpus” (Bugbear Boss)                                Militaristic, Intelligent, Organized
Morningstar (b[2d8] +2 damage, 1 piercing)                      10HP         1 Armor
Close
Special Qualities: Stealthy,	Commander
Grumpus is sadistic, conniving, and absolutely merciless. He is the kind of bugbear that tortures kittens for fun. His 
favored mode of dispatching a foe is with a garrote, if he can get in close enough, either by surprise or flanking an enemy 
from behind.  Instinct: To kill slowly, with feeling
		•		Strangle:	Bypasses	armor.	4	HP	auto-damage	until	hold	is	broken.
		•		Body	Shield:	Twice	per	encounter.		Instead	of	dealing	damage,	Grumpus	redirects	a	strangled	victim	into		
                       an incoming melee or ranged attack.
		•		Lead	from	the	Front:	Twice	per	encounter.		Engaged	allies	deal	automatic	half	damage	to	enemies	who		
																									fail	Defy	Danger	+DEX.	
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AREA #15 - MAGUS QUARTERS
Lair of the lich! Drazhu can be found here most of the time, deep in con-
templation or blasphemous ritual.  However, the lich can be relocated to any 
area the GM feels is appropriate, or he might not even be met at all, depend-
ing on what you would like to see happen.  
 
The impressive golden door to Drazhu’s inner chamber is magically sealed 
and difficult to pass…unless, of course, the lich is ready for a brawl, in 
which case it might easily swing open. 

Here are several options for accessing the inner sanctum:
  •  A magic mouth appears on the door and speaks directly to the party,   
     either challenging them, harassing them, congratulating them,  
     demeaning them, or misdirecting them. 
  •  A bright glow appears near the top of the door, unleashing a beam  
     of pure hot white light that disintegrates flesh and bone. 
  •  A big honking lock begs to be picked by a brave thief…if he can  
     bypass the lethal poison needle trap. 

Drazhu’s phylactery is actually located in the slave mines (see Jason Morningstar’s The Slave Pits of Drazhu 
at http://dl.dropbox.com/u/3441990/dungeon_world_two_hour_demo_2012.pdf). This means that if Drazhu’s 
physical body in the purple worm is slain it will crumble to dust but reform around his phylactery within 48 
hours.  Unless the phylactery is destroyed first the lich cannot be permanently killed.

“Drazhu” (Lich)                                      Magical, Intelligent, Overconfident, Hoarder, Undead
Necrotic	Blast	(d10+3	damage,	ignores	armor,	forceful)															18	HP									5	Armor
Near, Far 
Special Qualities: Phylactery, Immune to Fear/Poison
Drazhu seeks ultimate power, and to achieve that end he must create the ultimate spell of Un-creation, a ritual so power-
ful,	so	horrifying,	it	will	unravel	the	basic	nature	of	existence	and	throw	the	known	universe	into	Chaos.		To	achieve	such	
a blasphemous goal will require many, many mortal lifetimes of practice, research and experimentation, but the lich has all 
the time in the world and is in no rush.     Instinct: To gloat. To rot others.
		•		Chain	lightning	spell
		•		Summon	ghouls	spell
		•		Mirror	Image	spell
		•		Gaseous	form	spell

The lich’s sanctum is filled with all manner of curiosities and magical oddities, including, but not limited to: 
clockwork gnome automatons, a disembodied spectral advisor, paintings that talk and look onto foreign vistas, a 
summoning circle for demonic interaction, a mutated experiment of human and animal parts, an artifact of great 
evil, a weapon of great evil, a spellbook bound in elvish flesh, a wand of fiendish control. 

In addition, there are three specific cursed magic items that might be found: a bag of devouring, elixir of slime-
form, and gem of bad luck and leather armor of ogrebait, probably to the hero’s chagrin (see below for details). 
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Bag of Devouring (Cursed!  Very Rare, Chaotic) 

Description:  This appears as an empty, completely normal sack that might carry potatoes. Upon touching the item the 
character has one chance to catch a whiff of “something isn’t right” by making a Defy Danger check. If passed, the char-
acter has a very, very bad feeling about the bag and is reluctant to open it.  Otherwise, carry on as normal.  As soon as a 
hand or arm is placed inside the bag it immediately attacks, snarling, snapping and grows a mouthful of sharp, diseased 
fangs that clamp down bloodily on the appendage, hitting automatically and inflicting 2d6 damage. The bag continues 
to attack unless the victim can extricate himself with a STR check. Allies can help as well to boost the chance of success.  
Anyone slain by the bag is pulled inside, blood gushing out in a messy spray as the thing gnashes, gnaws and gurgles, finally 
quieting when sated.  The bag does not have the ability to move and only reacts if living flesh is placed inside its “maw.”  

History:  No one is sure if the Bag of Devouring is a bizarre life form from some indecipherable plane of existence, or it is an 
actual item created to trick and terrorize mortals.  Regardless, the item is so rare that it has become an old wives’ tale to 
scare children.  More than one little girl and boy has been rocked on a parent’s knee while being told of the hungry potato 
sack that will eat them up if they don’t do their chores. 

Gem of Bad Luck (Cursed! Very Rare, Neutral)

Description: This egg-sized gem can be any color, and most people will think it is a gem of good fortune, but it is actually 
cursed and while in the owner’s possession he will suffer a number of mishaps that will keep increasing for reasons he does 
not understand.  The GM is in control of these early mishaps and should roleplay them accordingly. Examples include: pass-
ing wagons kick mud up onto the PC; dogs growl and cats hiss at him; monsters attack the cursed person for no obvious 
reason; Difficulty checks are higher than normal; and ultimately, at the height of the curse, all dice require two rools and the 
lower result is always picked.  These mishaps start small and slowly escalate over a period of days or weeks. 

Removing the curse is problematic, even if the gem is thrown away.  It will return within hours and be found in a pocket or 
shoe or lying innocently on a desk.  Only a successfully cast remove curse spell will break the enchantment. 

History: Paldo ran breathlessly into the alley, the sound of barking dogs close behind.  A whole pack of the mangy mutts 
had charged him, and the halfling hadn’t done anything but glance their direction!  He was getting tired of this.  Yesterday 
a cow tried to kick him; today his pony Ralph had bucked him off and walked away, and now a pack of dogs wanted 
to bite him! He swung around a corner and found himself at a dead end.  He cursed under his breath.  The barking was 
getting louder.  Licking his lips, Paldo pressed his fingers into the cracks of the brick wall, trying to find a handhold, his boots 
skittering on the rough stone as he slowly ascended.  



Elixir of Slimeform (Cursed!  Very Rare, Chaotic) 
 
Description: Drinking this foul-smelling fluid demands an instant Defy Danger +CON check.  Success means the imbiber 
vomits the substance up before any side effects take place.  Failure means that the person begins melting from the inside 
out.  Skin and flesh bubbles and sloughs away.  Cheeks sag and teeth pop from gums, eyeballs drip from sockets, and within 
30 seconds the victim has transformed, clothing and all, into a viscous, multi-hued greenish-purple slime. Most agonizing is 
that the victim (for a while anyway) retains his knowledge and memories!  The slime also keeps part of the victim’s facial 
features, but is barely recognizable even to those who know him. He retains a slow movement and can slide under cracks 
no smaller than 1” wide.  He can form 1d4 pseudopods strike at his normal chance to hit, inflicting 1d4 damage.  He can-
not speak, but can make odd burbling and bubbling sounds by releasing gasses.  Pseudopods can be shook for “Yes” and 
“No” answers.  For every day the victim remains in this form, he loses 1 point of Intelligence and Personality.  Should either of 
these scores reach 0 he permanently becomes a mindless slime.  

Returning someone to his original form is extremely difficult and requires the ability to magically remove a curse at a very 
high level of competence.  
 
History: An elixir of slimeform is simply an elixir of transformation that has gone bad.  Real bad. The Charter of Nine, a group 
of heroes exploring the depths of the Sunken City, once stumbled across a ruined stone vault flooded by swamp water. 
Sunk at the bottom was a rusted iron chest, and upon hauling it up and prying it open, they found several identical glass 
vials.  The cleric identified them as magic, potent magic at that, and the dwarf, Bobblenose, had the stones to guzzle the 
potion to see what happened.  The transformation was…unpleasant.  In fact, it so shocked his comrades that they fled 
shrieking, leaving Bobblenose waving to them helplessly with new fleshy pseudopod arms.  He still lives in the swamp but has 
long forgotten his old life and adventuring days. 
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Leather Armor of Ogrebait (Cursed!  Unique, Chaotic) 

Description: This looks like a normal set of studded leather armor, dark, almost black, and nicked by dozens of scratches.  It 
otherwise confers a +1 armor value. The cursed aspect of this armor will not become evident until the wearer is in the vicinity 
of an ogre, at which point the beast will become more irrationally incensed than normal, targeting the armor-wearer above 
other more viable victims.  In fact, the individual will soon find himself fighting more and more ogres, more than normal, their 
numbers rising in frequency until the uncanny attraction to Ogrebait is noticed.  The curse itself can only be identified by 
high level magic or some sort of divination, and even then it can only be removed by a Remove Curse spell (or similar). Re-
moving the armor will not end the curse as it has been laid upon the character himself and the ogre incursion will continue 
unabated.  Destroying the armor (by whatever method deemed appropriate by the GM, but it should be difficult to do) has 
a 50% of ending the curse.  

History: What began innocently enough as a practical joke by the wizard Azkabar, who wished to embarrass and harass the 
local dim-witted hero Blokkus of River’s End (who frequently taunted Azkabar publically), turned into an unexpected blood-
bath.  The spell was meant to attract flocks of birds that would inexplicably defecate all over Blokkus, thus humiliating the 
man who was virtually no cleverer than an actual ogre.  But the creation process was warped and the intended result of 
attracting birds ended up attracting a local clan of ogres known as the Skull Thumpers.  Twelve of them stormed into town in 
the middle of night, wrecking Blokkus’s cottage and ending his curse in three or four club swings.  Unfortunately, they were 
not content to just kill Blokkus and continued to ravage the entire town, even slaying Azkabar who could not believe he 
didn’t get the chance to see Blokkus humiliated. The armor has since fallen in and out of various hands over the years, some 
of the unlucky recipients discovering the nature of their ailment in time, but most were simply liberated of their lives to end 
the affliction. 
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AREA #16 - HIDDEN DOOR
The only way to access the lower parts of the worm is to find the secret door hidden outside the magus quarters.  
This is not particularly hard to do, the alcove seems out of place and the door can almost be seen with the naked 
eye.  However, if the panel to open it is pushed by anyone not authorized by Drazhu (such as a curious adven-
turing party), the nearby red-armored steel golem automatically animates and attacks!

Steel Golem                                       Large,	Mindless,	Construct
Axe	Chop	(1d6+3	damage)																					10	HP									3	Armor
Close, Reach, Forceful
This imposing red-hued armored automaton stands 8’ tall and wields a dangerous two handed battle axe. It will not pursue 
anyone beyond this chamber, but neither will it stop fighting until it or all intruders are slain. 
Instinct: To guard, to serve.
		•		Poison	gas	breath.		Once	per	encounter.	Defy	Danger	+	CON	or	fall	asleep.

AREA #17 - HIDDEN LABORATORY
This chamber can only be accessed by bypassing one of the grotesque abominations in Area #18.  The secret 
door is opened by pushing one’s arm into a deep hole recessed in the wall, but it is swarming with centipedes 
and other creepy crawlies. If one’s revulsion can be contained, a lever at the other end opens the door. 

Inside lies a secret laboratory where the lich conducts some of his most vile, hideous, and lavishly elaborate 
experiments.  Some of the things inside this chamber include, but are not limited to, the following: 

  • A still-living insect-human hybrid, its abdomen laid open on an operating table with pins, operating utensils 
scattered nearby. It will gesture weakly and pathetically at anyone who enters.
  •  Bubbling beakers, tubes and glass paraphernalia channel a burbling plethora of noxious fluids.
  •  Undead body parts are grafted together into a multi-limbed abomination that is chained to the wall. 
  •  A gigantic amoeba-ooze sloshes inside a huge glass container, the remains of its last digesting meal still ge-
latinous inside the semi-opaque slime. 
  •  A homunculus named Petyr Piper orders the party to leave, 
threatening an impressive array of deviltry it will call down 
upon their eternal souls. 
  •  Rare and unique spell ingredients adorn the shelves, includ-
ing Tears of a Siren, the Uterus of a Pregnant Manticore, and 
the Heart of a Lover After She Commits Suicide Because Her 
Boyfriend was Thought to Have Died, But Really, He Didn’t.  
  • A glowing pit leads down, down, down to a flaming level of 
the Abyss. Screams and smoke rise from the pit, and if anyone 
looks in, a voice says: “DRAHZU!  WHY HAVE YOU  
SUMMONED ME?” 
  •An array of beakers filled with colored liquid and labeled 
with strange spell effects, such as: “Enlarge Genitals, Shrink 
Genitals, Toadform, Snaketongue, Fiery Implosion, Dance Til 
You Die, Bray of the Mule, and By the Foul Ones, What Have 
I Created?” 
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AREA #18 - MAGICKAL PETS
A direct result of Drazhu’s endless experimentation, this area is home to four special specimens. At the GM’s 
discretion they can be: hostile, aloof, asleep, ornery, friendly, dead, or some other appropriate state of mind. 
Having four hostile creatures attacking at once could be extremely lethal for most adventuring parties,  
especially considering what trials have come before. 

“Owlie” the Owlbear                             Large,	Solitary,	Abomination
Claws	(1d10	damage)																																																	12	HP									2	Armor
Close, Reach, Messy
Special Qualities:	Scent,	Bear	Hug,	Rend
Owlie is nine feet of grumpy abomination. He doesn’t get out enough, but a partial lobotomy keeps him from going com-
pletely insane and attacking anything that moves.  Most of the time he stays in his pen and looks forward to feeding time 
from his master. Owlie was raised from a young age and is affectionate with most of the minions, except for the occasional 
one he randomly decides to kill and eat.
Instinct: To feed, to nest
		•		Bear	Hug.	On	a	9	or	10	HP	damage,	target	is	grabbed,	viciously	torn	with	beak	(+1d6	damage)	 
                        and must escape.

Rabbit Demon                                       Large,	Solitary,	Demonic
Bite (1d8 damage)                                                 10 HP           2 Armor
Close
Special Qualities: Flaming fur, Speedy Attack
This	enormous	rabbit,	once	white,	now	features	flaming,	charred	fur	and	the	stink	of	burned	meat.		Eyes	glow	with	baleful	
red hate. Oversized teeth gnash and gnaw. A long iron chain keeps it bound to the alcove, but it can lunge out exceptionally 
fast and far enough to take a bite from anyone wandering close. 
Instinct: To inflict gnawing pain
		•		Fast	attack	
		•		Catch	foes	on	fire
		•		Devour	burned	carcasses

Scorpion, Giant                                      Large,	Solitary,	Abomination
Pincers (1d6+2 damage)                                    10 HP             3 Armor
Close, Reach
Special Qualities: Dual Pincer Attack, Poison Stinger
This chittering arachnid is loathsome to behold.  Instinct:  To rend  and sting
		•		Stinger	does	1d4+1	damage	and	Defy	Danger	+CON	or	paralysis

Amorphous Squalid Ooze                                      														Large,	Solitary,	Abomination
Pseudopods (1d6+3 acid damage, ignores armor)                   16 HP           1 Armor
Close 
Special Qualities:	Regeneration
This critter is one of Drazhu’s favorite creations, maybe because he’s still not sure what the hell it is.  Mindless in nearly 
every way, it exists only to transform organic material into more of its squalid bulk.  Magical wards prevent the thing from 
leaving its part of the holding cell.  Instinct:  To overwhelm, dissolve, and assimilate 
		•		Chunks	of	its	oozy	body	heal	if	not	burned
		•		Slain	foes	turn	into	a	similar	ooze	and	are	absorbed
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AREA #19 - DUNGEONS FOR EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS
Of the three cages in this area (accessed from the Iron Gate at Area # 29) only one is 
currently described as holding a prisoner (but feel free to insert your own extra de-
tainees).  His name is Melbar the Malady, a quite-insane human about seventy-two 
years old who has been dangling by handcuffs longer than he can remember. He is 
occasionally fed by the prison wards, and once in a while the lich will use him to test 
some new pharmaceutical concoction, which also contributes to his madness. In fact, 
that contributes to most of it.  His brain has been ravaged by untold - and unnamable 
- drugs of every kind imaginable. At any given time part of his psyche is probably 
wandering another plane of existence and having a conversation with a tomato plant. 
 
Per the GM’s preference, a character can establish at the beginning of the session that 
she has a relative/friend/aquaintence trapped within the worm.  Melbar can easily 
fulfill the role of the person who needs rescue.
 
Melbar’s Instinct: To babble, see hallucinations, fear of everything, innacurate psychic predictions, inane blath-
ering, shockling accurate psychic predictions. 

AREA #20 - FLAME TRAP!
This diabolical device is a construct created by the lich that holds a modicum of intelligence due to the fire 
elemental trapped within its brass body.  The dragon shaped head looks like an elaborate wall ornament, but in 
fact it acts as a deterrent from anyone trying to escape (or access) the prison cells.  If the elemental detects even 
a whiff of noncompliance, it unleashes a deadly arc of flame 40’ long. 

AREA #21 - CLOAK ROOM FOR VISITORS
Entering what could be called the “entertainment ward”, this area has hooks for cloaks, hats, robes, armor, 
weapons, etc.  A few comfortable couches and chairs and scattered around.  The pit fighting observatory is 
nearby and this is a convenient place to stash unnecessary gear.  At any given time a curious adventurer might 
be able to glean (i.e. steal) a large number of unattended goodies, but the vast majority of these are personal 
items belonging to filthy orcs and gnolls, so handle with care. 



AREA #22 - SPECIAL DUNGEON
Conveniently located near the Snack Store, this chamber houses one of the most unlucky souls in the entire 
lair…Reginald the Meatbag.   Long ago, Drazhu fitted this unfortunate prisoner with a unique ring of regen-
eration the lich had discovered while romping through another dimension. The ring has the power to rebuild 
and reconstitute any body part so long as the subject is still alive.  Reginald is fed a diet of fattening foods and 
weight gaining additives, and his flesh is frequently slathered in salty balms and tenderizing salves.  When a 
fresh leg, hand, foot or fingers are required, it’s off to see Reginald and hack off the requested appendage.  The 
ring usually has him up and running back to maximum appendages within 24 hours, but the ring itself is now 
melded  permanently to his flesh.  It is a close call between who is more insane…Reginald the Meatbag or 
Melbar the Malady?  When the PCs first see him, a leg is slowing knitting itself back together just under the 
kneecap. 
 
Reginald’s Instinct: To beg for release, scream for someone to kill him now, to take the damned ring off, slay 
that undead wizard limb by limb and feed it to the gnolls! 

AREA #23 - STORES
Snacks include, but are not limited to:  dried humanoid flesh and organs, moist humanoid flesh and organs, 
roasting spit with assorted animal parts, mead, beer, ale, firewhiskey, dwarvish gutrot and orcish pukejuice. 
Again, this is complimentary for spectators at the observation booth who watch the pit fights. 

AREA #24 - HIDDEN TREASURE ROOM
This chamber can only be accessed via a secret panel in the Pit Fighting observatory, located behind the statue 
of the God of Death, Beelzedeb. This is actually the lich’s main stash of goodies and can include just about 
anything the GM deems appropriate.  The following items can populate the treasure list or the GM can interject 
his own. 

  •  Chests of gold, silver and platinum, chests of semi-precious gems, chests of rare art objects (paintings, sculp-
tures, idols)
  •  Three cursed items (see below)
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Bracelet of the Golden Serpents (Cursed!  Unique, Chaotic)

Description: This attractive golden bracelet features small twin snake heads with tiny ruby eyes.  However, when donned, 
two teeth protrude from each head and bite sharply into the underside of the wrist for 1 hp damage and the bracelet can-
not be removed.   Every 24 hours thereafter the victim loses 1 more hit point that cannot be healed by any means. So, if a 
10 hp character were bit, he would reach 0 hp and be dead after 10 days unless a 10+ CON check is made, in which case 
the character is feverish and comatose but still alive for one more day. The only way to remove the cursed item, aside from 
cutting one’s hand off, is to fulfill the bracelet’s powerful psychic desire.  Starting the first night of the curse, the victim will 
dream of thousands of snakes covering her.  The second night, she will dream of a serpent man speaking in a raspy hiss, the 
words indecipherable, but she will know that it means “Come to me.”  Further dreams can be invented by the juGMge to 
reiterate the nature of the curse. 

While worn, the victim of the bracelet does enjoy a few benefits.  She is immune to all poisons and can summon and control 
snakes as if casting Animal Summoning once per day.

Remove Curse cast on the bracelet successfully has small chance of temporarily breaking the enchantment.

History: Long ago the bracelet was the possession of a Serpent Man High Priest of Sassilak the Snake God, also known as He 
Who Slides.  Lost to time, the bracelet now desires to reunite itself with its former owner, who is long dead, but any serpent 
man will do.  Only then can the Bracelet be removed safely.  The GM must decide if and how the PC can research the exis-
tence of the snake men, and if their ancient City can even be found, otherwise the character is probably doomed.  

Brooch of Bereavement (Cursed!  Unique, Chaotic)  

Description: This simple brooch appears as a silver leaf with inlaid lapis lazuli. It radiates a faint level of magic, but it is very 
difficult to determine its cursed nature.  When first worn there is no discernible difference, but over the course of several 
days the wearer of the brooch will become increasingly sad, depressed and morose.  The judge should not allow this to 
be immediately credited to the brooch, if possible.  After several more days the depression deepens to the point where all 
of the PC’s actions suffer a -1 penalty.  The day after that, a -2 to all actions and companions will notice that he is moody, 
sleeps a lot, cries or refuses to eat.   If the curse is allowed to continue long enough (usually 2 weeks), the owner will finally 
try to commit suicide.  He will never consider the brooch as the source of the ailment and will actively try to defend its pres-
ence on his body, although close friends and companions might suspect otherwise.  Commonly, the only way someone has 
been saved from the dire effects of the brooch is to have it stolen while the victim was asleep.  

History: Queen Marcene of the Duchy of Creighton was gifted with an exquisite silver brooch on her fortieth birthday.  Al-
though thrilled at first, court attendants soon noticed her demeanor change over the next few days, although they never 
suspected the piece of jewelry.  Increasingly despondent, she gradually began to ignore her courtly duties, and then aban-
doned her appetite, and by the end of the second week she completely neglected any kind of personal hygiene and 
even defecated in the bed where she slept.  Healers and leechers were powerful to help the Queen, and she was found 
outside the window of her room the following morn, dashed upon the rocks below.  Her son, the Prince of Creighton and 
next in line for succession, was careful to retrieve the brooch he had offered for her birthday.

Bracers of Inaccuracy (Cursed!  Very Rare, Neutral) 

Description: A corrupted set of Bracers of Accuracy, these appear to be perfectly normal enchanted bracers of elvish de-
sign, but when fired at an enemy within 20’ of an ally or closer, the arrow will always unerringly swerve to try to hit the wrong 
target.  Roll a normal attack against the new target.  The bracers confer a +1 bonus to damage and can be removed 
normally, but they have no other worthwhile function; the original magic has been too warped and corroded.   

History: In a series of fatal mistakes, the First Knight of Mirchol lined a shot up to slay his nemesis, the Bugbear King, Tooth-
chops, as the monster engaged battle with his closest friends and allies.  Six shots fired, and six slain friends later, the devas-
tated First Knight threw down his bow in disgust and charged the bugbear himself, only to be cut down by a meaty swing 
of its cleaver.  Mirchol stripped the dead knight of his belongings, including a set of black leather bracers, but having no use 
for them, left them in the blood and squalor of the battlefield where they eventually sank into the muck. 
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  •  And lastly, some actually useful magic items (see below)

Cloak of the Owl (Very Rare, Neutral)

Description: This enchanted cloak of owl feathers can only be employed between the hours of dusk and dawn; it is useless 
during the day.  When donned it gives the owner a flight speed and can be used continuously or inconsecutively for up to 
10 minutes per night.  The wearer does not (usually) physically turn into an owl, but the cloak does flap as if it were gathering 
wind.  Ten percent of the time a cloak of the owl will physically transform the wearer into an owl for ten minutes. He cannot 
revert back by any means,  but otherwise retains his personality, hit points and equipment, which warp into the new shape.  

History: The thief, Garner of Ravenwood, had the frightening experience of becoming a barnowl for what seemed like an 
eternity.  He felt the sensation in his toes first as they bent into claws, then the puckering of his mouth as it turned a beak, 
and then the sensation of being crushed into a small, small form, and then suddenly he was flying out under the moon, the  
desire to eat rodents suddenly not so unfeasible…

Lens of the Moon (Very Rare, Neutral) 

Description: These spectacles have perfectly round lenses and platinum wire rims.  When donned  they give the wearer 
infravision up to 120’ and enable him to see at twice the normal range as if the area were lit by a bright moon.  If worn out-
side while the moon is actually out they enable the PC to see invisible, ethereal or hidden creatures within 60’.  

History: Tosh fumbled the spectacles to his face, his breath held in absolute terror.  It was dark out but the enchanted lenses 
immediately lit up the area. The forest was nearly pitch black under the heavy canopy of trees and foliage, but he knew 
he had heard something. Something was out there.  Maybe more than one something.  And then he saw them, dozens of 
shapes creeping through the blackness, leaping tree to tree like monstrous fleas the size of dogs. 

Ladder of Command (Very Rare, Neutral)

Description: When first found, this ladder does not look like a ladder, just two wooden poles 1’ high with two rungs between 
them. The command word is “Grow!” and the ladder expands over 10 seconds to a height of 10 + 1d20 feet.  It remains in 
this state until the command word “Shrink!” is uttered and it returns to its original size. The ladder can be used once per day 
to expand and retract. 

History: The last time this ladder was seen, the halfling Paldo and his dwarf companions Grig and Galdo were desperately 
trying to escape a subterranean rock drake.  The beast had already slain their warrior friend, effortlessly gnawing his head 
from his shoulders and the others had fled without a second thought, the rock drake in close pursuit.  They reached a 
chasm too large to cross, but thinking quickly, Paldo commanded his enchanted ladder to “Grow!”  It inched forward until 
luckily touching the far side.  Paldo clambered across, fear shaking his hands so badly that he nearly plunged into the dark 
abyss below, the dwarves both screaming at him to “Hurry! Hurry!” as the beast surged up behind them, its eerie cry echo-
ing through the caves.  Paldo reached the other side just as Grig tried to clamber across, but the rock drake descended on 
Galdo and eviscerated him in one ragged swipe of its claws, and then attacked the ladder itself.  Grig was only halfway 
across the span and both dwarf and ladder tumbled into the chasm, Paldo gazing in shock and revulsion as the rock drake 
hauled what was left of Galdo back into the darkness and began feeding. 
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Quill of the Sage (Very Rare, Neutral) 

Description: This amazing coutal-feather quill has the ability to animate itself and transcribe whatever the speaker says in 
whatever language he would like it written, even if he cannot read or write that language himself.  It requires no ink and 
can be commanded to change the ink’s color on demand. If employed by a wizard to scribe a spell on a scroll, he gains 
a +1 bonus to the check, although he will need to provide any other required special ingredients, such as exotic inks or 
parchment.  

Every time the quill is used there is a 5% non-cumulative chance that it refuses to comply and will fly around the room for 
1d4 minutes, scrawling obscenities, or puns, or bawdy jokes or personal secrets the caster would prefer no one know on 
any surface it can reach before falling to the ground.  The judge should use this opportunity for maximum bemusement 
depending on the circumstances.  

History: Alsten of the Silver Vale was known to have procured a quill of the sage from his former master Theronius upon his 
demise.  Where his master obtained the quill, Alsten knew not, but it served him well for many years for academic research 
and scrollwork and poetry, up until his untimely death in a summoning gone wrong with the Silver Brotherhood

Bracers of Accuracy (Very Rare, Neutral)

Description: These black archery bracers are emblazoned with elvish runes, although any race can take advantage of their 
sorcery.  When firing a shortbow or longbow, the bracers treat all bow ranges as Short, and the arrow can be fired into com-
bat with no penalty.  It does not otherwise provide any bonus to hit or damage.  

History: The Elf Prince Solander was well known for his magical prowess and his skill on the battlefield.  As a devote follower 
of the Elf King, he was also granted a number of amazing powers to use in defense of his kingdom, including an amazing 
display of talent when he called down a rain of arrows from his bow, striking no less than twelve goblins dead at once who 
were all engaged in melee 100’ away with his allies.  This feat is now known as the Storm of Solander, although few know 
that its success was largely in part of the Prince’s enchanted bracers.  

Cloak of Invisibility (Very Rare, Neutral)

Description: Perhaps one of the most sought after and coveted of all enchanted items, this cloak bestows complete 
invisibility upon the wearer, although the person can still be detected by scent or be heard moving. The effect lasts for 10 
minutes but need not be used consecutively.  This requires no concentration or movement penalty, although if the wearer 
makes an attack he instantly becomes visible.  10% of the time when the magic of the cloak is called upon the wearer 
instead shifts to the Ethereal plane for 10 minutes and cannot return until the duration expires (this also disables the cloak 
for the next 24 hours).  While in the Ethereal everything appears in shades of gray, white and black, as if observing the world 
through a ghostly fog.  Walls, doors and other inanimate objects can be walked through, although no object in the material 
world can be manipulated.  Likewise, outside of using special magic or ways of seeing, the wearer of the cloak cannot be 
seen, touched or heard either, having effectively vanished.   There is a 20% chance per round that denizens of the Ethereal 
plane take notice and come to investigate, and they can be friendly, neutral or hostile, depending on their nature.    

History: Porridge the halfing pulled the gray cloak around his shoulders like he had done so many times before, but some-
thing was different this time.  Colors fell away from the world like a whitewash and a dull roar filled his ears.  He felt like he 
was floating, as if he were not really here, the room around him blurry and fuzzy.  He could see his companions still fighting 
the lizard men, but the sounds were muted and dull.  He tried screaming at them but no one heard.  A lizard man sud-
denly surged his direction…and passed right through his body.  He flailed around the battle, wailing and nearly crying with 
confusion and grief…and that’s when he saw the wispy, ghost-like beings floating toward him through the wall, their arms 
outstretched…



AREA #25 - OBSERVATORY FOR PIT FIGHTS
During a pit fight, this is a raucous balcony of drunken minions. Depleted reserves in the levels above could 
very well mean they are congregated here.  The lich rarely attends these bloody fests unless the victim is one 
deemed particularly problematic or bothersome, in which case he will make an appearance to proudly gloat, 
comment on one’s impending and excruciating demise, and then leave.  
 
It is possible to be pushed from the observatory into the pit, and in most cases this will mean certain doom for 
the victim. In general, the monster in the pit cannot reach anyone on the balcony, but this can be modified by the 
GM if it makes the encounter more interesting.  Or, in a worse case scenario, simply survivable by the PCs. 

AREA #26 - DIRE HAMSTER LAIR
This location is outside of the petrified purple worm and will only be discovered if the PCs try to find a second-
ary entrance (there is not one). However, the cave entrance to the dire hamster lair does look like it could be a 
secret passage, but anyone crawling into the dark, tight passage will soon learn that it is filled to the brim with 
gnawing, carnivorous rodents the size of a dog, and they don’t like intruders. However, there is a 60% chance of 
finding some very interesting loot deep in the heart of the mound, but it won’t be easy to reach.

Dire Hamster                                    Horde, Small
Bite	(1d6	damage)																												9	HP									1	Armor
Close, Messy
Considerably	more	aggressive	than	their	pint-sized	kin,	the	dire	hamsters	swarm	over	anyone	who	enters	a	crawlspace	
where	it	opens	enough	for	the	intruder	to	be	surrounded.		Combat	in	the	cramped	tunnels	is	next	to	impossible	unless	
armed with a small weapon such as a dagger. Instinct: To defend.
		•  Swarm
		•		Drag	deep	into	lair	and	feed	to	babies
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AREA #27 - THE TENTACLED BEAST OF BLAAARGH
Named for the distinctive sound it makes, as if expelling foul fluids and gasses through wet bodily orifices, this 
beast is quite at home in the foul, dank pits of the purple worm’s guts. It also serves as chief executor of pris-
oners and doubles as entertainment for the bloodthirsty minions who make a game of it, betting on who will 
survive the longest. It’s not very long. 
 
Per GM fiat, the arena can be in knee-deep water, soft ground, solid rock, quicksand or slime. Particularly deep 
water will make the encounter even more difficult as drowning is a very real danger.  There are very few trea-
sures of any value to be found as most have been covered in water or slime or dissolved within the acidic belly 
of the beast, never to be seen again. 

Tentacled Chaos Beast of Blaaaargh                     Solitary, Terrifying, Amorphous
Hooked tentacles (1d8+3 damage)                                      20 HP         1 Armor
Close, Reach, Messy
Special Qualities: Multi-attack, Instill Madness
The	Chaos	Beast	is	an	especially	nasty	customer.	Its	one	glaring	yellow	eye	is	filled	with	voids	of	insanity,	and	staring	into	
it, one can lose their very mind and soul to chaos and corruption.  So don’t look. But if you’re not looking, sharp barbed 
tentacles	wrap	around	your	waist,	hoist	you	up	and	drop	you	in	a	fanged,	drooling	maw.	Either	way	you’re	kind	of	screwed.			
Instinct: To devour messily.
		•		Swallow	whole
		•		Pick	up	and	throw

AREA #28 - PIT TRAP TO THE BEAST ROOM
Minions haul hapless victims to this trapdoor where they are tossed screaming to the Chaos Beast below.  Aware 
that a meal is coming, the creature’s distinctive burping and burbling grows even louder and obnoxious. 

AREA #29 - STRONG IRON BARS
This iron gate is locked, but the keys dangle on a nearby hook. It is located behind the giant scorpion in Area 
#18 – Magickal Pets.
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